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Editorial Note 
 

This is delightful to share that Journal of Neurodevelopment 

Disorders and Treatment is working to release issues bimonthly 

and therefore we are connecting authors around the globe. After 

conquering the Covid-19 pandemic we are again on the way to 

promulgate the current updates in the realm of neurological 

disorders, advanced diagnostic methods and treatments. The 

journal has well established editorial board having eminent and 

experienced researchers from different continental regions 

contributing in the journal. The Reviewers of the journal helps 

the journal team in completing the review process with 14-21 

days and hence we are able to process and publish the articles 

within time.  

The journal is utilizing Editorial Manager System for quality in 

audit measure. Article Manager is an online original copy 

accommodation, audit and global positioning frameworks. Audit 

preparing is performed by the publication board individuals from 

Journal of Neurodevelopmental disorders or outside specialists; 

at any rate two autonomous commentators endorsement followed 

by manager endorsement is needed for acknowledgment of any 

citable composition. Authors may submit compositions and keep 

tabs on their development through the framework, ideally to 

distribution. Analysts can download compositions and present 

their conclusions to the supervisor. Editors can deal with the 

entire accommodation/audit/overhaul/distribute measure. 

The guest's traffic is the benchmark for the achievement of any 

logical diary and the Journal of Neurodevelopment Disorders and 

Treatment is continually pulling in watchers across the world. As 

indicated by the Google Analytics, more than pursuers are 

visiting to our journal sites for submitting compositions, to read 

the most recent exploration distributed on environment and to 

allude the distributed substance for conceptualizing their 

examination study, inferring research speculations, case reports 

and approving their commitments. 

 

The Readers from the significant nations including United 

States, Japan, United Kingdom, India, Egypt and Nigeria visit 

our journal to find out about the progressing research exercises 

in this field. The advancement of the individual creator 

commitments is dealt with and subsequently the creators 

appreciate the standing among worldwide crowd. A total of 50 

research scientists from all over the world contributed as 

reviewer in the journal. We have 13 Editors in the Editorial 

Board of the journal who actively contributed with their 

valuable services throughout the year for the publication of 

articles. 

It is of immense pleasure to acknowledge the valuable 

contribution of authors in the journal. On behalf of the journal 

team, I would also like to express my sincere gratitude to the 

editorial committee and the reviewers for achieving fast track 

review process and selecting the quality articles. The efforts of 

all the supporting members include QC team, web and graphics 

team, finance team, managing editors for their support in 

bringing out yet another volume of PULNDT and look forward 

to their unrelenting support to bring out the Volume 3 of 

Neurodevelopment Disorders and Treatment in scheduled time. 

The journal is also working to provide reprints as well as e-

prints to the authors. Along with the original full length article 

we welcome bloggers to submit their views and updates in the 

scope of the journal.  
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